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Let’s Not Lose
This Opportunity

T

he time has come to compromise. Although there are different
views as to the means by which the Chief Executive might be
nominated in 2017, there is broad consensus that we should
not let this opportunity slip through our fingers. The enemy of a
good solution, acceptable to the broad majority of society, is the one
that is wholly acceptable to some, and unacceptable to others. Now is
the time to find common ground.
The parameters within which the outcome must lie are clear. It
must be supported by society, passed by two-thirds of the Legislative
Council, endorsed by the Chief Executive and approved by the
National People’s Congress. None of these four conditions are
negotiable, and therefore we have no choice but to take them as our
starting point.
We’ve been here before. In 2010, we worked across party lines
to come up with a means of adjusting representation for the 2012
LegCo elections. As a result, we now have 10 additional seats, for a
total of 70 representatives. We also took a small step forward through
an expanded CE nominating committee. In both cases, participants
on each side agreed that some progress was better than standing still.
In neither case was either side fully satisfied with the outcome.
That’s the nature of compromise, and of politics, even if some
people think that it is a zero-sum game. In our current situation,
several parties have a veto, an ability to bring to an immediate halt
the entire progression toward greater representation in government.
What we need is to look beyond “I win, you die,” to a solution with
which we all can live, prosper and move forward as a community.
Throughout history, the most lasting and satisfying progress
has been made in a series of steps, each building on the last. Where
this has not been the case, where one side swept away the other, the
outcomes tend to be neither lasting nor the best ones that might
have been achieved. Certainly, there will be disappointment on all
sides that the next step forward isn’t exactly what one might have
advocated as a starting point to the negotiations. That’s the nature of
compromise, and the basis of progress.
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Pension Challenges

P

rofessor Nelson Chow recently submitted a research report on
retirement protection to the Commission on Poverty, stating
the time is ripe to discuss the establishment of a retirement
protection system. But I think the Government must refrain from
making any rash decision that would put a heavy burden on our
economy and society.
In recent years, issues such as standard working hours, collective
bargaining and retirement protection have been repeatedly discussed in
LegCo. It is a prelude to welfarism in Hong Kong. The business sector has
always supported the Government’s efforts to help people in need, and
at the same time take the initiative to provide assistance to the needy or
charitable organizations. Nevertheless, we are concerned about the longterm burden that a retirement protection scheme would bring. Who will
foot the bill for the programmes?
Some say Hong Kong can afford a pension, given its current healthy
fiscal surplus. But they ignore that it would be a long-term expenditure
commitment for the Government. Given our ageing population, it would
put huge pressure on our treasury. As a result, raising taxes has been
floated as a solution, in which case the middle-class and businesses will
bear the brunt of a heavier tax burden.
Overseas experiences suggest that retirement protection will impose a
heavy financial burden on governments. Last year, to cope with its aging
population and dwindling income, California tried to cut employees
pensions, but it met with strong opposition. The case clearly shows that
there is no turning back once a welfare policy is introduced. If we hastily
launch a pension scheme, it will only become a time bomb for Hong
Kong’s public finances and young folks.
We are worried that populist policies will push Hong Kong down the
same path as Europe and the United States, which have major challenges
in fulfilling their retirement protection promises. We should be learning
from overseas’ examples. While the Government may win initial applause
by offering more public welfare, the projected number of people who
will be receiving welfare in the future will make it impossible for the
Government to fund it.
Resorting to drastic tax increases and cuts in public services to pay
pensions will not only place a huge burden on future generations, but
could also reduce Hong Kong’s competitiveness, thereby sparking off a
vicious cycle of falling consumer spending and declining employment.
Therefore, the question that we should be asking ourselves is where the
money will come from.
Last but not least, Hong Kong’s competitive advantage lies in its
simple and low tax regime. As Singapore has continually cut taxes
in recent years to compete with us, raising taxes will undoubtedly
undermine our business environment and competitiveness.

The Future of
Hong Kong

M

ost of you probably still remember that on the eve of the
handover, there was widespread anxiety among members
of the community. Skeptics even proclaimed ‘the death of
Hong Kong,’ which was the headline on one of Fortune magazine’s
covers. Such pessimism added to people’s worries about the future
of our city. Against this backdrop, the Chamber decided to organize
the first Hong Kong Business Summit 20 years ago under the banner,
“Mapping the Future of Hong Kong,” to chart a way forward with local
business leaders.
Today, it is obvious that the doomsayers couldn’t have been more
wrong. Hong Kong didn’t just survive, we thrived. However, we
cannot take our success for granted, particularly when the political
climate is retarding Hong Kong’s development. The rise of populism
has also stirred up unnecessary anti-business sentiment. Added to
that, we have to contend with labour and housing shortages, increasing
regulations on businesses and surging operating costs... all of which
will impact our future well-being.
The gloomy sentiment is again chipping away at our economy’s
foundations and investors’ confidence. As such, we have decided
to mark the 20th anniversary of the Chamber’s annual Hong Kong
Business Summit by organizing our flagship event along the same
theme as our inaugural summit: “The Future of Hong Kong.”
At this half-day summit, which will take place on November
26 at the Grand Hyatt Hong Kong, our stellar lineup of speakers –
including three former HKGCC Chairmen – will share with members
their wisdom on key challenges facing Hong Kong and how we can
overcome them. Our General Committee Panel will discuss how they
are meeting their clients’ and the public’s ever-growing expectations
in today’s rapidly changing business landscape. The Chamber’s Chief
Economist will reveal the results of our business prospects survey, and
Dr Victor Fung, Honorary Chairman of Li & Fung Ltd, will cap off the
summit by looking into what we need to do to ensure Hong Kong has
a bright future.
If you care about Hong Kong’s future development, I hope you
will join us for this special summit, so that we can leverage members’
collective wisdom to maintain our competitiveness in an increasingly
politically charged and complex business environment.
We are offering members a special early-bird discount of 33% on
reservations made before September 26. Member companies can also
take advantage of this opportunity to promote their businesses by
sponsoring the summit. For details, please visit our website http://
www.chamber.org.hk or contact Ms Jane Mok (tel.: 2823-1277 or
email: jane@chamber.org.hk).

Bulletin: What are YEC’s objectives?
OSCAR: The Chamber organizes a huge variety of activi-

ties every year, which focus on members’ general interests. With YEC, we want to organize some tailor-made
events that address the specific interests and needs of
young members. We also want to build on our strengths
and encourage more young blood to be active within the
Chamber.
ERIC: Although our community is ageing, more and
more young people are moving into management positions, which is why we hope to enhance the Chamber’s
services for young executives. We also want to provide
them with a new platform to express their views and
facilitate intellectual exchanges.
B: Do you have any specific activities in mind?
OSCAR: We will focus on personal and professional

development in four main areas: education & information, community & charity, membership & fellowship,

as well as lifestyle & recreation. These events are quite
diversified, but we hope they will add value to young
executives’ professional development, as well as promote
corporate social responsibility. We also hope our members can establish a common camaraderie and broaden
their professional and social networks through YEC’s
networking and recreational activities.
B: What activities are coming up? How do they differ
from the Chamber’s regular events?
OSCAR: We are honoured that the Chamber’s Vice
Chairman Victor Li has agreed to share his tips for success and discuss the traits of outstanding leaders at our
exclusive luncheon on September 19. We will also seize
this opportunity to exchange views with the Chamber’s
leadership so they clearly understand the direction of
our future development.
ELSA: Over the next three months we will organize
events every month on education and information,
which will look into issues like micromanagement and
leadership communication – all topics that are highly
relevant to young executives.
JOSEPH: For lifestyle and recreation, YEC will organize a
cocktail reception with the Chamber’s Women Executives
Club (WEC) at Brooks Brothers’ flagship store on October 9. Members will be able to check out the brand’s fall/
winter series, while doing a bit of networking.
ERIC: We are also planning some sports activities to
strengthen fellowship among members. Externally, we
will organize some friendly matches against other young
entrepreneurs’ organizations to enhance cohesion
among young generations.

B: What are the benefits of joining YEC, and can any
member join?
ELSA: We are not setting any limitation on the number
or sex of members who can join YEC. The only requirements are that you are a Chamber member and not over
45 years old. Being a part of YEC enables us to meet
young members across a broad spectrum of sectors,
expand our connections and gain all-round professional
knowledge.
JOSEPH: As Oscar just mentioned, we think the Chamber’s regular activities may not fully satisfy the needs of
young executives, so by being a part of YEC, members
can directly express their views to us and we will try to
organize activities that they want.
ERIC: YEC also provides a new platform for young executives and entrepreneurs to make their voice heard by
the Government and the public.
B: What differentiates HKGCC’s young members from

other chambers’ young members?
OSCAR: Unlike some chambers, which only represent
one or two sectors, many of our young members are
professional executives in a wide range of sectors and
businesses.
B: What qualities should a successful young executive
possess?
ELSA: I think three basic skills are required: communication, listening and perseverance. Take our company
NEC as an example. We are a Japanese company with
a long history, so it is not easy for young executives to
break from tradition. As they have different practices

and styles of work, I have to work closely with them,
listen to their concerns and respect their ideas. Meanwhile, I have to stick to our company’s goals and explain
to them the reasons behind our decisions.
JOSEPH: We need to be open-minded and innovative,
and dare to change our business model by restructuring
our team and reallocating resources. We have to strive
for continuous advancement.
ERIC: Young executives are relatively inadequate in
terms of experience and exposure, so we must keep an
open mind and double our efforts to gain the trust and
respect of colleagues and seniors.

B: What advantages do young professionals in Hong Kong
have over their Mainland and regional counterparts?
JOSEPH: Our advantages lie in our understanding of
Chinese culture, language and development, while at the
same time having international experience and a global
reach. We can serve as a bridge between the Mainland
and international markets, which gives a huge advantage
to people of our generation and even the next generation.
ELSA: Unlike European countries and the United States,
Hong Kong’s young people move at a fast pace and their
efficiency is relatively higher.
B: What advice would you give young people to maxi-

B: As Gen X or Y members of management, what chal-

lenges do you face? How do you overcome them?
ELSA: Gaining trust from top to bottom is the most difficult. I try to convince all stakeholders, balance the needs
of all parties and make them confident about my decisions.
ERIC: That’s true. As we are relatively young, it may be
quite difficult for us to win trust from colleagues. The
only way to overcome this is to listen and learn more.
Trust naturally comes with your achievements.
JOSEPH: Other than that, compared to the veteran staff,
young executives have a narrower social network and
weaker relationships with customers. We also lack a
bit of experience and reputation. Therefore, we have
to spend more time establishing connections to make
more people know us and recognize our efforts.
OSCAR: Everyone makes mistakes. When things disappoint you, you need to talk to your superiors and explain
the reasons, so that they can give you another chance to
learn from your mistakes.

mize these advantages to benefit their company and the
community?
OSCAR: Youngsters should continuously enrich their
expertise and experience to enhance their advantages, so
that they will have the know-how to seize the opportunities that come their way.
ERIC: I believe it is useful to first understand the objectives of a company, society or a project by looking at the
big picture so that I we can express my opinions and
inject new insights into the leadership.
ELSA: Our vitality, high EQ (emotional quotient) and
eagerness to try are our strengths . They are also essential to the development of businesses and society.
B: How do you relieve stress and achieve a work-life
balance?
OSCAR: I am a strong supporter of work-life balance.
Apart from taking care of one’s family and children, everyone needs some personal time to develop their hobbies. For me, I like playing tennis to reduce stress.

ERIC: I play football every Sunday to stay in shape and
catch up with friends. I encourage members to join our
Young Executives Club’s sports activities to have fun and
learn from each other.
JOSEPH: Despite a tight schedule, I stick to the habit of
reading bedtime stories to my children, which is a time I
treasure. I also insist on playing football every week, just
like Eric, because I want to get out in the fresh air.
ELSA: I worked almost 24 hours a day before getting
married, but after having children, I really enjoy my

family life. We spend time exercising outdoors every
weekend and travel overseas during holidays to broaden
our horizons. .

If you are interested in joining these inspiring young
executives, please contact YEC’s Secretary Karen Fung
at 2823 1240 or kfung@chamber.org.hk.
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With economic indicators turning downward, we could be
in for a less than rosy end to the year, writes David O’Rear

T

he air went out of the Hong Kong economy in
the second quarter of the year as real GDP slowed
from 2.6% in January-March to 1.8% in the second three months of the year. The first graph shows the
decline, and the rise in prices as measured by the broad,
national accounts deflator.
Slower growth was evident in private consumption
expenditure and international trade while capital investment fell sharply, by 5.6%. On the household side, durable goods purchases fell 5.1% after expanding 4% in
Q-1; non-durables were down 10.6%, the deepest slump
in over a decade. Tourist spending also fell, by 11.5%
after six straight quarters of double-digit growth.
The private sector also dragged down capital investment: public spending rose 0.2% from a year earlier, but
a 10.3% drop in machinery, equipment and intellectual
property investments pulled the entire segment into
negative territory for the first time in more than a year.
Including investment in building and construction, pri-

vate capital investment fell 7% from Q-2 2014. The second graph has the evidence.
The domineering trade sector didn’t help matters.
Goods and services exports rose 1.4%, modestly more
than the 1% recorded in Q-1; broad imports expanded
1.5% after a 1% rise earlier in the year. Faster growth
in imports than exports mathematically reduces overall
GDP expansion.
On the services side, things didn’t look quite so good.
Sales fell 2.3% while purchases rose 5%. Again, math
raises its ugly head: if services exports had remained at
the level of a year ago, the overall economy would have
expanded a full 3% in 2014’s April-June quarter.
Travel services is the key culprit, with sales of our services to foreign residents falling 11.5% while our own
purchase of other economies travel services rose 11.2%,
both in real terms. To put it in perspective (and in real
2012 dollars), the $9 billion expansion in the second
quarter was despite an $8.7 billion drop in travel ser-

vices exports. As the third chart graphically illustrates,
annoying tourists isn’t such a great idea.
Even excluding earnings from abroad, the economy is
weak. Domestic demand rose just 2.2% in the first half.
The broad consensus for the full year is down from the
3.5% real growth to about 3.1% and our own expectations
of 3-4% expansion are starting to look overly optimistic.
We don’t live in a vacuum, however. While the U.S.
and China are holding their own, Japan’s economy fell
slightly (year-on-year) in the second quarter on weak
consumer demand. Household spending fell 2.7% from
Q-2 2013 while capital investment continued to rise, by
5.3%. Overall GDP fell 0.13%.
The good news is that after 18 straight quarters of
deflation – the second longest in post-war history – the
GDP deflator rose more than 2% from a year earlier.
The longest run of collapsing prices, from 1998 to 2008,
lasted 42 quarters. Mr Abe seems to be achieving at least
one of his key objectives.

A Tale of Two Cities

H

ong Kong and Singapore are frequently compared to each other due to their similar sizes,
economic structures and locations in East Asia.
Both have followed similar paths to prosperity and each
government keeps a close eye on what the other is doing
(or not doing) to remain competitive. While not identical, the growth rates (the first graph) are close enough.
But, how similar are the two? Certainly trade is the
dominant factor in each, accounting for 360% of Singapore’s GDP (counting both imports and exports of
goods and services) and 450% of our own. Government’s share is also highly similar, at around 10% of
GDP, as is capital investment (22-25%).
The key difference is in private consumption, as
shown in the second graph. In Singapore, consumption
accounts for 35% of GDP, just over US$100 billion last
year. Our own domestic market is worth $195 billion, or
66% of GDP.
Of course, we have one-third more people than Singapore, which accounts for some of the difference. But,
on a per capita basis, their $18,850 per person is 30%
smaller than our own $28,000 per head.
Consumer sales include purchases by visitors. Both

cities are tourism hubs, attracting visitors not only for
what they themselves have to offer but also as an excellent
jumping off point to nearby destinations. Last year, we
attracted 54.3 million visitors and Singapore 15.6 million.
A second major difference between these two cities is
found in the labour force. Hong Kong has 33.1% more
people than Singapore, but the labour force is just 12%
larger. That wasn’t always the case, and indeed is a recent
phenomenon arising out of a deliberate government
policy choice.
Over the 20 years to 2004, Singapore’s labour force
grew an average of 3% p.a., as compared to our own
1.5% pace. In the more recent decade, part of which is
shown in the final graph, the gap has widened even further. At a time when our own pool of talent expanded
just 1.1% p.a., Singapore’s grew by 4.1% a year.
Economies grow on the basis of capital, labour and
productivity. We have no problem attracting capital;
indeed, we are a major exporter of the stuff. Productivity
is most easily measured in factory work, and we don’t do
enough of that to make it a decisive factor. The too modest expansion of the labour force, however, is an obvious
area where we are hampering our own ability to grow.

Beware a Competition Policy

This will create an extra layer of unnecessary
regulation and potential “double jeopardy”
for businesses.

Tail That Wags the Dog

T

he universal pension scheme is a complicated
issue that needs comprehensive discussion among
employees, employers and government.
Paying for such schemes has caused great fiscal problems in most of the developed world, which makes it all
the more imperative that we fully understand the commitment we are putting on future generations, and the
sacrifices we are asking current stakeholders to make.
In the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, the assets of pension funds of all kinds
are equal to an average of 77% of GDP, and spending on
pensions runs at 10% of GDP per annum.
Governments from Britain to Japan have found that
their commitment to provide financial security for

their retired population places an enormous burden on
annual budgets.
Here in Hong Kong, our Mandatory Provident Fund
already provides a retirement safety net for employees.
At the end of last year, the MPF covered 2.38 million
people, or 39.7% of the people over 20. It held HK$514.1
billion in assets, equal to 24.3% of GDP.
It’s the only broad-based retirement scheme we have,
so it makes sense to use it as a reference point here.
Expanding the pension net to include everyone over 20
will have profound implications.
An additional 3.6 million people – those over the age
of 20, but not part of the MPF – would be eligible for
benefits when they retire. If we don’t want to get into

Any consideration of a
universal pension is going
to require a re-evaluation of
the services government
provides and the means by
which we pay the bills.

financial trouble decades down the road, funding such a
commitment would have to begin promptly.
The increase in coverage from almost 40% of over20s (ie, those in the MPF scheme) to everyone in that age
group is of the same magnitude as an increase in assets
required from under 25% of GDP to more than 60%.
If such a scheme were in place today, the one million
people over 65 would have an immediate claim. In six to
10 years, their number would rise to nearly 1.6 million,
of whom only 200,000 are now working and (by a generous estimate) eligible for MPF.
As our society ages, the numbers expand quickly. At
the same time, our labor force will start to shrink after
2018, and the resultant labor shortage will hamper economic growth.
More people will be claiming money, yet fewer people will be contributing amid a slowing economy.
Any consideration of a universal pension is going to
require a re-evaluation of the services government provides and the means by which we pay the bills.

It’s time to look at extending the retirement age,
which the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce
has long been advocating. This will enable more people to remain financially independent and contribute to
government income.
Universal or state pensions in many countries
require citizens and residents to contribute a portion of
their income during their working years.
Other systems pay for pensions out of a broad tax.
Some provide benefits based on the amount contributed, from a basic rate to all to a cap for those contributing the maximum.
Most are means-tested to ensure fiscal viability. And
most are inflation- indexed, which compounds the cost
of payments over many decades.
A serious concern among OECD economies is the
viability of the pension system. Extending the retirement age is a common approach to stretch payments
so as to avoid having to raise contributions or cut
pensions.

Across the European Union, spending on pensions,
health care for the elderly and long-term care is projected to increase from 18.2% of GDP in 2008 to 23.4%
by 2060.
The key question is this: How do we propose to pay
for these future benefits? Given the enormous resistance
to broadening the tax base, and the annual encroachments made on our international competitiveness, we
need to ensure that promises made today are both fiscally feasible and broadly accepted.
The report of the Working Group on Long-Term Fiscal Planning recommends that we pay greater regard to
longer-term affordability and fiscal sustainability in our
planning. It also notes the public sector is increasingly
reliant on direct tax revenue, land premiums and investment income, and that such sources are highly sensitive
to the performance of the economy.
In other words, we need to be extremely careful
before we create permanent and long-term spending
obligations. We think that is sound advice.

ENQUIRIES
Ms Sharon Chung
Tel: (852) 2823 1203
Email: membership@chamber.org.hk

Ding Ding
Serving Hong Kong
for 110 Years

One of Hong Kong’s best known and most
loved icons, the ding-ding, turned 110
recently and has no plans to slow down

I

n 1904, single-deck trams manufactured in Preston,
an industrial town in northwest England, started trundling along what were then mainly waterfront areas of
Hong Kong Island. A newspaper clipping reporting on
the inaugural service depicted the trams as an attraction,
rather than an important transportation service.
“The line opened today passes through some interesting scenery. Commencing at Shau Kei Wan Village,
the line almost immediately commences to ascend and
for a considerable distance continues to make an ascent.
...An excellent view across Aldrich Bay and Kowloon Bay
is obtained. A fairly level track leads towards Quarry Bay
but one or two inclines have to be transverse before Taikoo is reached. From Quarry Bay, a delightful run along
the waterfront, past the Metropolo Hotel, and the Kerosene Works, brings one to Causeway Bay Polo Ground.”
The scenery may have changed along the 9 1/4 mile
route, and reclamation has left the tracks far from their
once “delightful waterfront runs,” but the trams are

He accomplishes this by modernizing the trams’ suspension and fitting light new engines, which make the
trams faster, smoother and safer, while maintaining the
exterior’s classic look. Trams are now also fitted with
RFID technology, which enables dispatch to increase
tram efficiency, avoid bundling of trams and quickly
dispatching trams during peak demand.
“We now have a homegrown app that allows people
to check the location of tram stops and what time that
the next tram will arrive in real time. Passengers can also
check at panels installed at tram stops,” said Vivant.
Declining numbers
When the tram was the main mode of transportation
on Hong Kong Island, the company used to carry 530,000
passengers every day. The start of bus services in the 1920s
siphoned off some passengers, and more recently the
MTR. Vivant puts the number of tram commuters today
at 200,000. Despite this, he is proud that Hong Kong Tram-

Our staff are proud to be part of an
essential service that serves Hong Kong
citizens, whose love of the tram is a
reminder that we are also a crucial
piece of Hong Kong’s heritage.
almost exactly the same as the double-decker trams that
came into operation in 1912 to replace the initial 26
cars. Efforts to modernize the fleet in the past have often
been met with stiff opposition from the public.
“I think there is a strong sentimental attachment to
trams because people have grown up with the ding-ding,”
said Emmanuel Vivant (left), Managing Director, Hong
Kong Tramways, Limited.” They have been through
good and bad times, through wars, economic booms
and busts. People have so many stories to share about
the trams, which they feel very close to. They also feel it
is an icon of Hong Kong that should be preserved.”
Preserving that icon in an age when daily commuters’
expectations of 21st century travel are for comfortable,
rapid and affordable transportation is quite a balancing
act. Daily tram commuters provide the bread and butter that ensures the trams’ survival, so Vivant said it is
essential that he listens to their views. At the same time,
he also has to address the views of those who say the
trams should be preserved.

ways is still the most used tram line in the world.
This is partly due to the convenience of hoping on
and off a tram when people need to travel distances that
are a little too far to walk, and the advantage that dedicated tram lines provide over being stuck in traffic on a
bus. However, Vivant laments that the average speed of
trams has decreased by around 20% due to the increase
in road traffic, particularly private cars.
Tram-only lanes cover about 40% of the tram network, and he hopes the Government will consider giving back dedicated tram lines once the MTR extension
to Kennedy Town and the new bypass open, which will
free up road space.
“We believe the trams are the most environmentally
friendly means of transport as there are no roadside
emissions, they are the most socially inclusive, and the
most efficient user of our limited road space. So I think
there is a real opportunity to grant more space to trams,
which will also benefit the travelling public and the
environment,” said Vivant.

It is also the cheapest form of public transportation
in Hong Kong. Unlike the MTR, which has a mechanism
to adjust fares, or buses which have a basket of factors to
support their request for fare increases, there is no clear
reference for adjusting tram fares.
“It is a complicated issue. We have the same issues
as other operators – costs, labour, inflation, upgrading
vehicles etc – but it is very difficult for us to increase
fares,” he explained. “We try to increase efficiencies and
raise advertising revenue to stay afloat. We only raise
fares as a last resort. How and when fares are being
adjusted, like other transport operators, would provide
us more long term visibility.”
International operations
Veolia Transport China Limited (VTCL) took full
ownership of Hong Kong Tramways in 2010, as VTCL’s
parent companies Transdev and RATP Development,
felt the partnership would be mutually beneficial. Transdev and RATP Development are among the world’s largest operators of public transportation systems, running
everything from New Orleans trams to double-decker
busses in London and the Metro in Paris.
Vivant says the Hong Kong operation is very important and useful for its other operations around the
world, and at the same time, best practices and information exchanges in other cities around the world add to
its Hong Kong operations.
That expertise also gives it an advantage when bidding for other projects, most recently in Singapore and
the Mainland. As the mother company operates buses,
trams, as well as ferries and taxis, few companies know
more about moving people efficiently and comfortably
across cities.
“Cities in the Mainland want to develop their own
expertise and systems, which we are keen to help them
accomplish. They realize they are lacking in crucial
expertise which we help develop among local staff,” he
explained. “For example, we operate the metro in Seoul,
where we brought in some expats to train up local staff,
who were then able to develop local expertise.”
Local expertise is also evident in its Hong Kong
operations, as its RFID system and mobile app were
developed in Hong Kong. Trams are also built at its
depot in Sheung Wan, which Vivant says will continue
to be the case to minimize costs and ensure quality and
innovation.
“Our staff are proud to be part of an essential service
that serves Hong Kong citizens, whose love of the tram
is a reminder that we are also a crucial piece of Hong
Kong’s heritage, which gives us a strong sense of responsibility and pride,” he said.

A Brand New Perspective
In a changing world, a Hong Kong based Pan-Asian think-tank seeks to provide companies
with an alternative approach to business and to the world, reports guest writer Justin Wong

F

or decades, Western ideals have been the accepted
norms in all facets of society in Asia, be it legal
institutions, economic strategies or developmental
goals. Even the desires and goals of people are affected
by Western influences and lifestyles.
But much of this must change, says Chandran Nair,
Founder and Chief Executive of the Global Institute For
Tomorrow (GIFT), an independent think tank that provides executive education with an Asian perspective on
global affairs. He argues that Western economic development models are intertwined with promoting ceaseless consumption to maintain the growth engine. With
the rest of the world, especially Asia, getting wealthier,
global consumption is increasing at a rate that cannot be
sustained given the planet’s limited resources. The result
will be catastrophic outcomes across the world.
“It’s a case of voodoo economics. People are urged
to buy things they do not need with money they do not
have,” he said. “With Asian countries like China and
India getting wealthier, people are being led to believe
they can have the lifestyles taken for granted in the West.
But can you imagine the environmental consequences
if everyone in China and India had a car or ate as much
meat as the average American? People need to realize
that they cannot have everything that they want and an
economic model which denies this fact is unsustainable.”
A Think and Do Tank
Nair’s warnings about Asia adopting traditional
forms of capitalism is due to his belief that the economic model, by under-pricing resources and externalizing true costs in order to promote relentless consumption, has widened inequalities across the globe. He also
believes that capitalism today grants the private sector
a considerable amount of autonomy and power under
the concept of an invisible hand, where governments are
encouraged to allow market forces to create prosperity
and manage the necessary checks and balances. But Nair
argues that this is a naive view which goes against all the
historical evidence suggesting vested interests will coopt such systems for their own ends.

He reasons that such models invariably benefit companies disproportionally, not the consumer or the environment. He urges policy makers and business leaders
to take up a new resource-centric development model,
which he calls “constrained capitalism.” His ideas were
outlined in his book, “Consumptionomics: Asia’s role in
reshaping capitalism and saving the planet.”
“It is a combination of various experiences and
thoughts that I developed during my travels and business dealings, including when I was Chairman of Environmental Resources Management, an environmental
consulting firm,” he explained.
Constrained capitalism calls for proper pricing of
resources to reflect their true cost, which would lead to
reduced stress on the resource base – or as Nair puts it,
a reversal of the under pricing that is currently used to
promote growth – and ultimately, reduced consumption. What makes Nair’s argument so compelling and
controversial is his directness. He boldly states that
because of the size of Asia’s population, its citizens cannot enjoy the same consumption-led lifestyles enjoyed
as in the West, and that strict systems must be imposed
to manage resources in line with the constraints to create
a more equitable prosperity for the majority in the region.
“If people in Asia were to consume less as the region
develops, the chances of maintaining the integrity of
the resource base increases and protecting social nets
increases, and since inequalities will be reduced, fewer
conflicts will arise,” he said.
GIFT receives no funding from external sources,
which enables it to be completely honest and intellectually robust with clients – which is not always the case in
the world of think-tanks or consultancies.
He explains, “Most consultancy firms and think tanks
are closely linked to, if not subsets, of large companies
or interest groups. So they have constraints and are unable to be intellectually honest.”
Another major difference between GIFT and other
think tanks is that it provides leadership courses for clients to experience real-world scenarios and participate
in them. These courses, held in various countries in the

region, require participants to deconstruct conventional
wisdom, experience working in a new environment for
a week with a host/partner business before drafting a
plan for that business which will help it move to the next
level. Nair is confident that both sides benefit from these
programmes. Participants gain a whole new perspective and take away fresh and challenging insights, while
host businesses gain a pro bono strategy for sustainable
expansion.
The Future
The jury is still out on Nair’s views on constrained
capitalism for the region. Despite the fact that we know
the current consumer-led economic growth model is
unsustainable, we live in hope that technology will save
us. Nair is less optimistic: “The idea that some genius
in Silicon Valley or Bangalore will save the world with
another ‘innovation’ simply will not happen.”
Is he the voice of reason calling for a new, successful
development model? Or a radical who is simply swimming against the tide?
“I’ve had people, influential businessmen and politicians, even academics, come up to me and agree with
me on my message. This is because the evidence is there

It’s a case of voodoo economics. People are
urged to buy things they do not need with
money they do not have, says Chandran Nair,
Founder and Chief Executive of GIFT.

for all to see. However, when I suggest that they try and
spread the message, they simply cannot as in many ways
they are institutionally handcuffed,” he said.
GIFT is looking to spread its message on new horizons, having launched new programmes in the Mainland and Myanmar. But despite being based in Hong
Kong, it has never launched a programme here, which is
something that Nair says he plans to change.
“We need big business, government and civil society
in Hong Kong to come to terms with the reality of the
21st century and transition from the last century’s ideas.
Sadly, too many are entrenched in Western concepts and
philosophies about growth and prosperity and are not
that open to new ideas. We hope to engage them in a
discussion about the role of business in society, different kinds of business models and the role of the state,”
he said.

We

make
a
difference

Little Bites
of Happiness
French patisseries are satisfying many a
sweet tooth with their luxurious desserts and
pastries, reports guest writer Justin Wong

A

heavenly aroma drifting from the increasing
stream of boutique boulangeries, confectionaries and dessert shops opening in Hong Kong
is tempting more people to try new and often exciting
gourmet delights. Not least is renowned French patissier and macaron maker Pierre Hermé. When he first
opened his doors last summer, people queued for hours
just to sample his macarons, famed for their unconventional flavour combinations.
“We chose to come to Hong Kong because people
here are already extremely knowledgeable about macarons,” said Julia Cordier, General Manager of Pierre
Hermé Paris, Hong Kong. “Most of our customers on

opening day already knew about Pierre Hermé and the
brand, so they were excited to finally have it here in
Hong Kong.”
She also credited Hong Kong citizens’ enthusiasm for
embracing new foods, and being open-minded enough
to try flavour combinations that are out of the ordinary.
Balancing Tradition and Innovation
The macaron industry is entrenched in tradition,
with renowned producers like Fauchon and Ladurée
sticking to tried and tested flavour combinations for
over a century. Pierre Hermé then is like a breath of
fresh air, as he has brought an innovative approach to

the industry, while maintaining respect for the art of
macaron making.
Although something of a self-indulgent luxury, his
store lacks the pretentiousness that comes with some
luxury confectionaries. Chocolates, cakes and teas are
laid out on simple shelves, while stacks of macarons are
displayed in glass cases, creating a clean, casual atmosphere.
Regarded as “The Picasso of Pastry,” Pierre Hermé
first entered the pastry industry when he was 14, working under Gaston Lenôtre as an apprentice. Afterwards,
he worked in both Ladurée and Fauchon, then decided
to create the Pierre Hermé Paris brand together with
partner Charles Znaty, which eventually lead to an invitation to open his own store in the New Otani Hotel in
Tokyo in 1998. In 2001, he established his first store in
Paris at rue Bonaparte, and quickly rose to prominence
for his bold and innovative approach to macarons.
According to Cordier, Pierre Hermé is one of the first
people to incorporate multiple flavours in a macaron.
These include his legendary Ispahan creation, which
combines rose, raspberries and lychee flavours into a
single macaron, giving gourmets multiple bursts of flavours in a single bite. Other combinations, like beetroot
and liquorice, olive oil and vanilla, and white truffle with
hazelnut are rapidly snapped up by eager customers.
But how does Pierre Hermé receive inspiration for
such unique flavour combinations? “Pierre Hermé is
an artist,” answered Cordier, “He gets inspiration everywhere. He reads a lot, goes to museums, looks at art,
constantly traveling, and from these experiences he
draws inspiration. He sketches out recipes which he’s
created in his mind, then develops it with his team of
pastry chefs.”
While some of Hermé’s flavour combinations may
sound strange to some people, he has one golden rule
which he will never break. “He will never make a savoury
macaron,” said Cordier, “Even foie gras and chocolate,
a savoury sounding combination, stems from the idea
that foie gras has an innately sweet, buttery taste which
complements an almond biscuit and some acidity and
fruitiness of good quality chocolate.”
Pierre Hermé’s approach to macaron flavours may be
unusual, but his continued pursuit for perfection is the
same as his predecessors. Before going on sale, each new
flavour is extensively tested to ensure the combinations
satisfy the palate of Pierre Hermé.
“To ensure that each macaron is of the highest quality, they are made in France and imported to Hong
Kong under very controlled handling,” Cordier said.
“By following strict procedures during production and
transportation, the same quality and consistency can be

maintained globally. So every Pierre Hermé Paris macaron that you try, no matter where, will be exactly the
same!”
“There is no secret to making a perfect macaron. Our
macarons follow the same recipe as those published in
Pierre Hermé’s recipe books. The trick is to follow every
step of the instructions exactly, ensure that the measurements are precise and practice constantly,” she said.
However, one cannot help but be a bit sceptical with
this claim after eating a Pierre Hermé macaron, as those
“little bites of happiness” taste too sophisticated for a
home cook to replicate.
Sweet Prospects
For the past few years, demand for macarons and
other gourmet treats have led to the entry of many luxury retailers opening in Hong Kong, such as Fauchon
in 2012. This, coupled with emerging local brands, has
result in an extremely competitive industry. Despite
being new to the Hong Kong market, Cordier is confident their product will ensure their success.

Hong Kong citizens embrace
new foods, and are open-minded
enough to try flavour combinations
that are out of the ordinary.
While food trends can come and go quickly in a city
like Hong Kong, Cordier says Pierre Hermé Paris is here
to stay. “Macarons created by Pierre Hermé are limitless. Pierre Hermé has developed many other products
which constantly intrigue our customers. Even chocolates, pound cakes and candies have iconic flavours” she
said.
She expects exciting times ahead for Pierre Hermé
Paris, with the brand planning to open more boutiques
to take advantage of Hong Kong’s hunger for delicate
confectionary treats. The company will also introduce
new flavours, such as its Veloutés collection, a series of
macaron flavours which taste just like fresh yoghurt.
Pierre Hermé’s dedication to perfection comes at
a lofty price, with a 7-piece box of macarons costing
HK$220, but one which Hong Kong citizens are willing
to pay.

Homeschooling in Hong Kong

Common concerns parents ask about homeschooling
What should I do if I want to homeschool my child?
First and foremost you need to be prepared that it is a
monumental commitment. Parents should do some
research and be flexible, as many homeschool families
who start off being very strict gradually adopt a more
fluid schedule and become willing to experiment with
different courses or forms of learning. There are a few
homeschool groups in Hong Kong (www.meetup.com/
hongkong-homeschool/, www.facebook.com/
groups/477583179005648/) where parents cooperate
and organize activities for children.
Even though the Education Bureau’s current policy
does not encourage homeschooling, officials have
reassured me that they respect the choices made by

genuine homeschool families. If you choose to apply with
them, expect an extended interview about why and how
you want to homeschool your child, and regular home
visits by EDB officials afterwards until your child turns 15.
Does homeschooling hinder development of social
skills?
Homeschool children do not have a fixed group of
acquaintances on a day-to-day basis, but this does not
inhibit their social skills, because most homeschoolers
are eager to participate in various activities, groups and
volunteer for community work. The social circles of
homeschoolers tends to be much broader than their
peers in a regular school, as they meet and interact with

people from all walks of life and ages. A small number
of children might have issues socializing, which is also
the case for some children attending regular schools.
Do parents need to be highly educated?
Parents who are highly educated may seem to be
better equipped to educate their children at home, but
studies in the U.S. have consistently found there is no
relationship between parental certification and student
performance on standardized achievement tests. Also,
the two great divides that public school children face
– race and class – are inconsequential for student
achievement among home-educated children.

Where can I find more information?
Homeschool families will hold a ‘We Have Choices
Education Conference’ on October 11-12 at the
University of Hong Kong. The conference will showcase
a variety of alternative learning choices in Hong Kong,
and overseas. Hong Kong homeschoolers will also
share their experiences with participants. For more
details, visit www.ediversity.org
There is no law requiring applications for
homeschooling, but for those who would like to apply,
(something that EDB encourages), parents can call
M L Yan, Inspector of Placement and Support Section,
at 3698 4388 or email: ips4@edb.gov.hk

Top Ten Productivity Killers at Work
Personal use of technology is one of the leading culprits
behind unproductive activity at work, a new survey suggests

W

hat causes workers to
waste the most time
at the office? Texting?
Surfing the Web? Chatting with
co-workers around the water
cooler? New research from CareerBuilder identified smart phones as
the biggest productivity killers in
the workplace.
Not surprisingly, personal use
of technology is one of the leading culprits behind unproductive
activity at work. One in four workers (24%) admitted that, during a
typical workday, they will spend at
least one hour a day on personal
calls, emails or texts. 21% estimate
that they spend one hour or more

during a typical workday searching
the Internet for non-work-related
information, photos, etc.
“While many managers feel
their teams perform at a desirable
level, they also warn that little distractions can add up to bigger gaps
in productivity,” said Rosemary
Haefner, Vice President of Human
Resources at CareerBuilder. “It’s
important to be organized and
designate times to work on different deliverables. Minimize interruptions and save personal communications for your lunch hour
or break. It can help put more
time and momentum back into
your workday.”

Time management tips on the job
1) Organize and prioritize – De-clutter your
workspace and clearly lay out your game plan for
the week. What do you need to accomplish each
day? How much time will each project take? Which
projects have the highest priority?
2) Limit interruptions – Incoming calls and coworkers dropping by to chat about their weekend
can break your concentration and eat up time.
Block off a conference room to work on a project to
avoid distractions at your desk. Read your email at
intervals instead of opening each one as soon as it
comes in. Consider telecommuting on certain days.
3) Avoid unnecessary meetings – Don’t set aside an
hour to meet about an issue or initiative that can be
addressed with a quick phone call. Politely decline
the meeting invitation and follow up with the
organizer.
4) Get personal on your own time – Whether you
want to call a friend, take advantage of an online
sale or post a picture of your dog on your social
profile, do it during your lunch hour or break time
or after work.
5) Communicate wisely – Don’t spend 20 minutes
crafting an email to the person sitting in the next
cubicle. Save time by picking up the phone or
walking over to your colleague’s desk.
6) Don’t delay the inevitable – Finding other things
to do so you can put off a less preferred project will
only end up wasting more time. Don’t procrastinate.
Dive in and tackle the task at hand.

Fun in the Sun
Sunscreen cannot be relied upon alone to prevent skin cancer

L

ots of people head to Shek O beach every weekend
to enjoy the sand, sea and sun and top up their tan.
Even if you are not sizzling like a sausage on the
beach, it is hard to avoid the scorching sun in summer. So
how can you have fun in the sun and protect your skin?
Dermatologists recommend that when the sun is at
its strongest at midday, that you should pop on a t-shirt,
spend some time in the shade and use sunscreen that is
at least SPF15.
A recent study examined the molecular effects of UV
light on the skin of mice, to learn about the risk of melanoma and whether disease development can be blocked
by sunscreen.
Professor Richard Marais, author of the study and
Cancer Research U.K. scientist, based at the University of
Manchester, said, “UV light targets the very genes protecting us from its own damaging effects, showing how dangerous this cancer-causing agent is. Very importantly, this
study provides proof that sunscreen does not offer complete protection from the damaging effects of UV light.

“This work highlights the importance of combining sunscreen with other strategies to protect our skin,
including wearing hats and loose fitting clothing, and
seeking shade when the sun is at its strongest.”
Dr Julie Sharp, head of health information at Cancer
Research U.K., said: “We’ve known for some time that
sunscreen, when applied properly, can help protect our
skin from the harmful effects of the sun’s rays. But people tend to think they’re invincible once they’ve put it
on and end up spending longer out in the sun, increasing their overall exposure to UV rays.
“This research adds important evidence showing that
sunscreen has a role, but that you shouldn’t just rely on
this to protect your skin. It’s essential to get into good sun
safety habits, whether at home or abroad, and take care
not to burn – sunburn is a clear sign that the DNA in your
skin cells has been damaged and, over time, this can lead
to skin cancer. Malignant melanoma is now the fifth most
common cancer in the UK, with more than 13,000 people
being diagnosed with the disease every year.”

Korean Chic Treats
T
School Food creates a fun, casual Korean dining
experience with its innovative and stylish dishes,
writes staff reporter Hilda Pun

he Korean wave seems to be unstoppable. Not
only are we bombarded with hip-gyrating, synchronized K-pop bands and dramas on TV every
evening, but Korean cosmetics and foods are now common in many stores in Hong Kong. Korean restaurants
are also changing. Traditional cozy barbecue restaurants
are fading out, and being replaced by trendy, modern
Korean restaurants serving new Korean dishes, like
School Food.
The restaurant opened its first Hong Kong restaurant in Causeway Bay in August 2013, and in just a year
will open its fourth branch this month. School Food is
a global chain, with almost 100 branches around the
world, and as the name implies, its dishes are snack foods
that diners can enjoy in casual, informal surroundings.
Much of its success is due to its "made-to-order" principle, which guarantees customers fresh dishes.

Guo Li to Leave Hong Kong
Guo Li, outgoing Deputy Director of the Liaison
Office of the Central People’s Government in
the HKSAR, called on the Chamber on August
26 where she was welcomed by Chairman
YK Pang, Deputy Chairman Stephen Ng, Vice
Chairman Betty Yuen and CEO Shirley Yuen.
Guo Li will be retiring to Beijing having served at
her post in Hong Kong for 11 years. YK Pang
extended the Chamber’s sincere gratitude for
her support over the years, and wished her the
best of luck in the next chapter of her life.

The Business and Industrial Community
of Hong Kong has set up an organizing
committee to arrange celebrations
marking the 65th Anniversary of the
founding of the People’s Republic of
China. Jeffrey Lam, the Chamber’s LegCo
Representative, joined the committee’s
inaugural ceremony on August 11 with Yin
Xiaojing, Deputy Director of the Liaison
Office of the Central People’s Government
in the HKSAR, and chairmen of other
major local chambers. The anniversary
reception will take place in Hong Kong on
September 19. The Chamber is one of
the co-organizers of the event.

A

s the initiator of CEPA, HKGCC has
closely monitored related liberalisation measures and their implementation since the arrangement’s inception
in 2003. In 2011, the Central Government
announced that full liberalisation of trade
in services between the Mainland and Hong
Kong should be basically achieved through
CEPA by the end of 2015.
Based on views collected from HKGCC
member companies, the Chamber compiled
a wish list, which was submitted to the Hong
Kong and Mainland governments in August,
with the focus being on implementing a concise
“negative list” as soon as possible.
The distribution sector, including freight forwarding, logistics and transportation, as well as
other non-sensitive sectors such as exhibitions,
trade and tourism, have enjoyed access to the
Mainland market under CEPA for many years.
However, to clearly show what other sectors foreign businesses can engage in, we suggested that
the Central Government adopt a “negative list”
system on a pilot basis.
Sectors not included on the list could then be
exempted from applying for permits or approval
documents before a business licence is issued. The
“negative list” issued by the Shanghai free-trade zone
is long, which defies its objective. If the “negative
list” system is to be adopted under the new supplement, we suggest that it be concise and clear. A more
concise “negative list” implies a higher degree of liberalization, which will accelerate liberalization of trade
in services between the two places.
National treatment
National treatment is a basic principle under the
WTO, which means allowing foreign goods and services to receive the same treatment as locals. For this to
become reality, the Chamber believes that Hong Kong
enterprises should be treated the same as Mainland
enterprises in areas such as market access, setting-up
procedures, business scope, shareholding ratio, licence
management and investment, so that they are not subjected to a separate legal system.
Implementation of CEPA policies
While some sectors are opening, businesses complain
that the problem of “big doors are open but small doors
are not yet open” persists. For example, foreign enterprises in China have to go through a complicated and
time-consuming registration process. Added to that,
businesses are required to submit documents proving
they are renting commercial premises at the very start of

the application process. As they cannot open their business before registration is completed, they have to bear
additional rental costs during the registration process.
We propose simplifying the process for Hong Kong
enterprises applying for a business licence. This will
allow them to obtain a licence after submitting necessary documents to related authorities, similar to the new
commercial registration system. This “post-examination
and approval” system should be implemented across the
country under CEPA.
Other challenges include the need for concrete and
clear guidelines to facilitate policy implementation;
the rise of regionalism with additional requirements
imposed by local governments; and different interpretations of laws and regulations by government officials
leading to prolonged application process. We believe
close supervision and training will be able to address
these obstacles.
Looking forward to a breakthrough
Over the past decade, CEPA has broadened and deepened economic cooperation between Hong Kong and
the Mainland. As of August 2013, 11 agreements (the
main agreement and its 10 supplements) have been
signed, covering a total of 403 liberalisation measures
for trade in services. With 149 service sectors open to
Hong Kong, it constitutes 93.1% of all the 160 service
sectors categorized by the WTO.
According to data from the Trade and Industry
Department, at the end of July 2013, Hong Kong companies had saved over RMB3.6 billion in tariffs, as the
export value of zero tariff goods was HK$52.4 billion.
With the upcoming 12th agreement, the Chamber hopes
for greater breakthroughs in liberalization of trade in
services between Hong Kong and the Mainland.

China Takes Steps to Boost Growth

C

hina’s economic growth slowed from 7.7% in
2013 to 7.4% during the first half of 2014. The
slowing momentum was driven by moderate
income growth and investment sentiment. Given the
higher comparable-base in the second half of 2013,
there is added pressure for more stimulus programmes
in order to achieve the 7.5% growth target in 2014.
Sentiment drags down growth
Despite the intention to turn China into a consumption-driven economy, investment is currently still the key
driver of economic growth. Fixed asset investment (FAI)
– arguably the best proxy of investment – “only” climbed
17.3%YoY in the first half of 2014, compared to 19.6%
in 2013. The slower momentum of investment activities – despite the government’s focus on urbanization –
was partly due to policymakers’ cautious attitude toward
planning of infrastructure development. Additionally,
the Chinese property market ran into headwinds in the
first six months of 2014, when real estate investment grew
only 14.1%, the slowest growth since 2001.
Besides investment, consumption growth was also
slower. Retail sales rose 12.1%YoY in the first six months
of 2014, compared to 13.1% in 2013. The dip in retail
sales was anticipated due to slower income growth as
disposable incomes in both urban and rural household
declined from 9.7% and 12.2% to 9.6% and 12%, respectively, between 2013 and the first half of 2014. Moreover,
with inflation remaining low (i.e. CPI and PPI averaged
2.3% and -1.7%YoY in 1H2014), the real interest rate
environment is reducing consumers appetite to spend.
These two factors will continue to keep consumption
growth at a moderate level.
The slowing economy is putting pressure on the government to stimulate growth. As such, stimulus packages are expected to start being rolled out in the second
half of this year to ensure the 7.5% growth target is
achieved.
Key aspects of policy framework
It is becoming increasingly clear that Chinese policymakers view job creation, asset inflation, and growth stabilization as the three key factors in their policy decision
process. While the CPI ceiling of 3.5% and the target of
10 million new jobs are unlikely to be threatened in the
short-term, the 7.5% growth target seems ambitious.

In the past couple of years, a key challenge for businesses in China – particularly SMEs and micro firms –
was obtaining adequate financing at a reasonable cost.
According to our conversations with some 30 companies during recent trips to first- and second-tier cities,
we believe the cost of borrowing has stayed high during
the first half of 2014, as most companies suggested that
the high cost of financing remains an issue for them.
Chinese leaders – including leaders in the State Council
and PBoC – will need to find a solution for them if businesses are to grow.
Another challenge is the property sector, which directly
accounts for more than one-fifth of bank loans and is a
major source of government revenue (over 28%). Weak
demand in the property sector was reflected in prices and
transaction volumes, where transaction values of residential buildings fell 9.2% YoY in this year, the first decline
since the global financial crisis struck in 2008. At the same
time, the “real estate climate index” – which takes into
account factors including sources of funding, area of land
development, area of building construction, etc. – is currently at crisis-level. It is necessary for governments to put
together measures to support this key industry.
Targeted policies to solve many of these issues are
being put together. On the cost of financing, the widespectrum of stimulus policies launched during the first
half of 2014 have shown positive results and kept the
money market relatively stable. As for the property sector, governments have relaxed their property purchase
restrictions, which could re-energize the property market. But more needs to be done.
Growth is not forgotten
It is generally accepted that a broad-based slowdown
could hurt the economy. In a keynote speech in the U.K.
in June, Premier Li Keqiang told the audience he was confident about achieving the 7.5% growth target. His comments indicate a change in policy from the earlier rhetoric of Premier Li, when emphasis was put on reform.
As 2014 is the first full-year under the Xi-Li regime,
it is becoming more likely that more stimulus packages
will be rolled out. Given the low-inflation environment,
an interest rate cut would be beneficial to various market participants, as it would stimulate consumption and
investment activities, and it should also drive the cost of
financing lower for businesses.

Chamber Chairman YK Pang hosted a luncheon
for Chairmen of the Chamber's committees at
The American Club on August 25. He spoke
about his aspirations for the committees and
listened to the key areas that they have been
working on in the past year. The Chairs also
shared their views and ideas for strengthening
the effectiveness of the committees, work and
services for all members of the Chamber. Deputy
Chairman Stephen Ng, LegCo Representative
Jeffrey Lam, and CEO Shirley Yuen also attended
the luncheon.

Promoting Costa Rican Produce
推廣哥斯達黎加特產

José Pablo Rodríguez, Director of the Trade
Promotion Office of Costa Rica in China, visited
the Chamber on July 31 to meet members
who are interested in importing food products
from the country. Rodríguez said Costa Rica is
the world’s leading exporter of pineapples and
third largest exporter of bananas. Costa Rica
produces vast quantities of fresh and packaged
food products. Members wishing to find out
more can visit Costa Rica’s Food Specialties
Catalog at http://esencialcostarica.com/
specialties/.

Chamber Chairman Y K Pang welcomed Chief
Executive Leung Chun-ying to the Chamber on
August 15, where the CE signed a petition in support
of the “Anti-Occupy Central” campaign, organized by
the Alliance for Peace and Democracy.

Agnes Tan, Chairman of the Digital,
Information & Telecommunications
Committee (DIT), attended the launch
ceremony for Wi-Fi.HK, organized by
the Office of the Government Chief
Information Officer, on August 5.

Derek Berlin, Vice President,
International Government Relations of
JPMorgan Chase Bank, NA, met with
Watson Chan and Charlotte Chow on
August 6 to learn about the work of
the Chamber’s Financial & Treasury
Services Committee.

The Chamber submitted its views
on July 30 to the Competition
Commission in response to its
consultation on ‘Getting Prepared
for the Full Implementation of
the Competition Ordinance.’
The submission emphasized,
among other things, the
importance of ensuring that the
law is implemented in a manner
consistent with Hong Kong’s
economic policy and that a
reasonable period should be
allowed for businesses to adapt to
the law once implemented.

The Chamber’s LegCo Representative Jeffrey Lam
hosted a dinner on August 22 at China Tang
Hong Kong, Landmark Atrium, for Chairman YK Pang,
and immediate past Chairman CK Chow.

The Chamber submitted its views
to the Government on July 22 on
the Individual Visit Scheme (IVS),
expressing our concerns about
negative sentiment against Mainland
tourists and the Chief Executive’s
remark on a possible reduction in the
number of Mainland visitors allowed
to enter Hong Kong under the IVS.
We suggested that the Government
should enhance Hong Kong’s capacity
to receive tourists through developing
new attractions and tourism clusters
to alleviate pressure on popular tourist
areas. The Government should also
conduct an in-depth economic impact
assessment study and extensive
consultations with stakeholders in the
formulation of related policies.

Chamber CEO Shirley Yuen hosted a media briefing on August 19 with
members of the local press to discuss the Chamber's views on a universal
pension. She said the Chamber opposes extra taxes on businesses to fund
the scheme, because such a move will increase SMEs' operating costs and
undermine Hong Kong's competitiveness.

HKCSI submitted its views on July 30
to the Director General of Trade and
Industry on the Free Trade Agreement
between Hong Kong and ASEAN.
The Chamber welcomes the start
of negotiations, and we believe our
strengths as a free port, providing
international-standard professional
services, and the flexibility of our
SMEs would be better utilized with
the signing of the FTA. The agreement
would also strengthen our role as an
international trade, commerce and
financial centre.

Following HKGCC’s mission to Taipei
in June, Yen Chueng Kuang, Director
General, Taipei Economic and Cultural
Office, hosted a luncheon on July
25 for mission leader David Lie and
the Chamber Secretariat to further
strengthen connections between the
Chamber and Taiwan.

T

he Chamber Women Executives
Club hosted a networking dinner for WEC members on August
22 at Yung Kee Restaurant. Members
enjoyed the restaurant’s signature
dishes, and had a delightful evening
of excellent food and wine, capped
off with excellent company and
friends.

Shareholder and
Joint Venture Disputes

F

or good reason, entrepreneurs
(whether they adopt the model
of an informal joint venture
or, more commonly, a joint venture
company) tend to deal in a spirit of
trust and confidence and optimism,
at least at the outset of the relationship. It is what makes them entrepreneurs in the first place. What
happens when the relationship goes
sour? What can be done by a party
to protect itself? When is it good
to use legal process? What are the
downsides?

There is an important legal distinction between wrongs done to
a company and wrongs done to a
shareholder personally. As is well
known, the company is a legal
entity distinct from its members
which means that it is the proper
claimant in relation to wrongs
done to the company and the socalled “reflective loss” principle bars
claims by shareholders for anything
but genuinely personal losses.
But this does not mean that
a shareholder aggrieved by the

actions of fellow shareholders is
without any remedy. The law in
both Hong Kong and the U.K. recognises that in four principal ways.
First, ss. 731-737 of the new
Companies Ordinance (in force
since 3 March 2014) provides for
shareholders themselves to claim (by
way of what is termed a “derivative
action”) in relation to actual or proposed acts or omissions involving
negligence, breach of duty or breach
of trust by a director/shareholder.
Typically this is where a wrong has

been done which affects the company (and so “derivatively” the value
of the complainant’s shares) but
where the wrongdoer is in a position to block any resolution by the
company to take action in its own
name. The doctrine is not without its limits: the court’s permission is required to continue claims
brought in this manner and it will
generally refuse permission unless a
hypothetical director would think it
right to bring the claim. The process
is somewhat cumbersome. Most
significantly, a developed trend in
case-law is that the availability of an
alternative remedy such as windingup or unfair prejudice (see below)
may be decisive against the grant
of permission. And, although the
power exists to order that the complainant be indemnified in relation
to costs from the company, courts
have shied from doing so in true

partnership” companies – SME’s
founded on trust and confidence
where the co-venturers share risk
and reward just as if they were true
partners. A typical case for intervention by the court is exclusion
by one party from participation in
the management of the company
although the unfairness lies not in
the exclusion per se but in exclusion
without an offer to purchase the
departing shareholder’s shares at a
fair value. The Court enjoys a wide
discretion when it comes to remedy
but, typically, in the case of a breakdown in the relationship, it leads to
a buy-out order.
Thirdly, it is open to a shareholder to seek to wind-up the company on the grounds that it is just
and equitable to do so. In Hong
Kong, this power derives from
s.177(1)(f) Companies (Windingup and Miscellaneous Provisions)

ventures (especially those involving private equity investors), an
investor or shareholder agreement
exists which is enforceable just
like any other contract and, unlike
the Articles, cannot be varied by
special resolution. A well-drafted
shareholders agreement will typically cover the way in which the
company is intended to carry on
its business and, more significantly,
the balance of power between
shareholders and the resolution of
conflict or deadlock.
Yet, despite their obvious utility
as a tool for shareholder protection,
shareholder agreements are only
relevant if they (a) exist and (b)
have been signed. Too often, the
parties abandon their negotiations
– because they are overtaken by the
spirit of optimism and goodwill
which pervades their early dealings
or, conversely, because the negotia-

A well-drafted shareholders agreement will typically cover the way in which
the company is intended to carry on its business and, more significantly, the
balance of power between shareholders and the resolution of conflict or deadlock.
shareholder bust ups where neither
party is obviously more to blame.
Second, and more commonly
pursued, an aggrieved shareholder
may complain pursuant to ss. 724729 Companies Ordinance that the
company’s affairs are being conducted in a manner that is unfairly
prejudicial to the interests of members generally or some part of its
members (including him). Sometimes the unfair prejudice consists
of a breach of the terms on which
they agreed to run the company
– the Articles of Association or a
shareholder’s agreement.
More
often are those involving “quasi-

Ordinance. This long-established
remedy is not without its problems
and, in practice, is more theoretical
than real. Winding-up means just
that and, understandably, courts are
reluctant to wind up a successful
company just because its shareholders have fallen out especially if the
less drastic unfair prejudice remedy
is also available.
Finally, the shareholder may
have personal remedies. A shareholder can act to prevent those in
control of the company acting illegally or ultra vires its objects and
other miscellaneous rights derive
from specific statutes. In some joint

tion of clauses is itself becoming a
source of conflict.
All is not lost. I perceive an
important role for ADR in this type
of dispute. In particular, a company’s regular advisers (especially
its accountant) can play an important role in identifying the seeds of
a breakdown in relationship at an
early stage. Even with the strong will
of personalities likely to be involved,
a good mediator is well placed to
remind parties of the sound commercial reasons for forming their
strategic alliance in the first place or,
if all else fails, to navigate them to
an appropriate compromise.

C

hamber staff and their families learned how to
make mooncakes at a workshop on August 30.
After baking, staff visited Ma Cheng Shuk Ying Home
for the Elderly in Sham Shui Po to play games, sing
songs and share the mooncakes with the elderly.

Social media research, consumer surveys and ethnography are important tools to drive businesses’ growth

C

onstantly increasing competition and ever-growing consumer expectations present
endless challenges for companies.
Yet some businesses are seizing the
trend to design and deliver personalized products and services to win
more loyal customers.
“Companies must be able to see
where the market is heading, and
market research serves as an effective
means to gain insights into consumer
behaviour,” Andrew Lam, Research
Director, CSG Research, told members at the Chamber. “As customers
become more demanding than ever,
the ability to offer the right products
and services is of vital importance.
If pre-launch work is not carefully
done, companies will easily fall out of
step with the market.”
He explained that an integrated
research framework enables companies to develop a holistic understanding of consumers’ attitudes, behaviour
and lifestyles. The framework consists
of three parts – social media research,
consumer survey and ethnography –
with each aspect providing a different
layer of consumer insights.
Social media research reveals
what consumers need by collect-

ing their comments on products
and services online. A consumer
survey is generally in the form of
a street interview or questionnaire,
with a view to measuring consumers’ usage and behaviour, as
well as obtaining market statistics.
Ethnography is a special type of
research conducted through oneon-one in-depth interviews that go
deep into consumers’ daily lives and
purchase journeys in order to identify unique business opportunities.
Drawing upon case studies from
the health and beauty industry,
Lam illustrated how ethnographic
research works. In a survey of
300 Hong Kong people on how
they perceived their health, most
people believed themselves to be
“somewhat healthy” (6.8 out of 10
points). Around a quarter (28%)
said they were “truly health” (more
than 8 points). Subsequent to the
findings, Lam visited two of the
respondents who rated themselves
as “truly healthy.”
One of the interviewees was a
married woman in her 40s. She
revealed in the interview that her
health is a result of eating more
vegetables and less meat. As she
believes health supplements can
help her maintain her health and
well-being, she regularly looks for
information on health supplements online and purchases them
in retail stores.
Another respondent was a
30-year-old man. As a gym and
outdoor enthusiast, he exercises
daily. He cares about his appearance and uses his wife’s skincare

products, including her electronic
face cleanser, to care for his skin.
The above cases show that health
is viewed differently by different
people, which Lam says is why marketers need to clearly identify which
market segment their targeted customers belong to.
Ethnographic research also helps
capture aspects of consumers’ lives
and track their shopping channels
and behaviour. For instance, the
woman Lam interviewed may not
be an online shopper, but she always
seeks information online. Another
surprising finding is that the male
respondent regards electronic face
cleansers as important in his skincare
routine, which implies there is a gap
in men’s lines, or they do not necessarily serve male customers’ needs.
Edmund Lee, CEO, K-Matrix
Group, also speaking at the seminar, added, “While traditional survey research provides greater depth
and accuracy, social media research
indicates a macro trend and a general direction. Another characteristic is its retrospectiveness, unlike
the traditional, prospective research
approach.”
As online searches are essential
steps in purchase decisions, Lee
believes online content is influential
enough to make an impact on consumers’ behaviour and buying decisions. In this sense, social media can
serve as a useful tool for companies
to know about consumers’ views,
discussions and more importantly,
how their comments affect other
consumers. Conversely, “If there
are negative remarks posted against
your brand which have escaped your
notice, this may pose a potential risk
to your company,” he warned.

“F

or our own good, and for
the good of the future
generations, we need to
take environmental protection seriously. We have to reduce pollution
and cherish the Earth’s resources,”
Canny Wong, Corporate Sustainability Executive of Fuji Xerox
(Hong Kong) told 24 students from
Munsang College during a visit to
the Integrated Recycling Centre at
Tsuen Wan, as part of the Chamber’s Business-Schools Partnership
Programme.

Students learned about the four
core stages of Integrated Recycling
System – from ethical procurement
to end-of-life disposal – from “Green
Tour” ambassadors from Fuji Xerox
(Hong Kong), who showed students
the daily operations of the centre and
how collected devices and consumables are categorized.
Art-jamming workshop
During a second visit to the
company, 40 students volunteered
to participate in an “Art Jamming

Workshop,” led by well-known
local multimedia creators Tsui Sin
Tsang, Ahtsui and Tsui Shek Pang.
Students, as well as volunteers from
Fuji Xerox (Hong Kong) and the
Hong Kong Institute of Education
helped children from the Children’s
Heart Foundation paint four large
artworks made from over 300 pieces
of used machine parts from Fuji
Xerox (Hong Kong)’s devices.
The artwork conveyed the message on a harmonious community
and sustainable eco-system. One

design in the shape of a heart represents artists’ heartfelt concern for
the community and environment.
The smiling face represents happiness for a harmonious community
and sustainable future. The tree pattern symbolizes the importance of a
greener future, while the bird design
represents animals which need a
green environment, and how we
should bear responsibility to protect
the environment, explained multimedia artist Ahtsui.
The art pieces, which were a team

effort of the students and children,
were displayed at the Central Oasis
from June 21-30 under the banner: “To Grow with Hong Kong –
Greener Future.”
“We believe this innovation can
attract visitors and achieve our goal
of raising public awareness for children’s heart disease and environmental protection,” Herbert Hui,
Managing Director of Fuji Xerox
(Hong Kong) said.
June Ho, Career Mistress,
Munsang College, was also very

impressed by the project. “The
activities provided our students
with a real 3D sustainability case
studies of green education. Walking
through the production lines, we
began to understand what recycling
really means and why it matters to
businesses and the Earth. The exhibition’s ‘Big Four’ art masterpieces
also demonstrated the mentorship
of core sustainable values of caring,
sharing, and nurturing our youngsters to be responsible future leaders!” she said.

W

hat makes women successful
leaders in the 21st century?
Catherine Wong, Executive Director of Chorev Consulting International, said the traditional definition
of a “successful” female leader is one
perceived to have a high flying career
and a good family. They should be
decisive and tough at work, but likeable and submissive at home. With
such expectations, naturally women
need to cope with more stress in
managing both their work life and
family life.
Speaking at the Chamber Women
Executives Club talk on July 24
under the theme, “Women at Work:
Taking Advantage of Gender Differences,” Wong said she believes successful women executives leverage

gender differences. Women can
lead by communicating their values
and making people believe in those
values, but the problem is most
women are afraid to leverage their
best qualities.
Wong suggested women should
be mindful of their emotions,
thoughts, and sensations to achieve
certain goals which will help
enhance their work/life integration.
Steps such as identifying one’s own
definition of success, making deliberate choices, managing technology, building a support network,
and collaborating with partners can
help women reduce stress and better achieve personal goals. Lastly,
she advised that it is important for
women to be true to themselves.
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